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Soho Teen, United States, 2015. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 213 x 140 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Sixteen-year-old Kara is about to realize her dream of becoming a professional
baker. Beautifully designed and piped, her cookies are masterpieces, but also her ticket out of rainy
Seattle if she wins the upcoming national baking competition and its scholarship prize to culinary
school in California. Kara can no longer stand the home where her family lived, laughed, and
ultimately imploded after her mean-spirited big sister Kellen died in a drowning accident. Kara s
dad has since fled, and her mom has turned from a high-powered attorney into a nutty holy-rolling
Christian fundamentalist peddling Soul Soup in the family cafe. All Kara has left are memories of
better times. But the past holds many secrets, and they come to light as Kara faces an anonymous
terror: Someone is leaving her handwritten notes. Someone who knows exactly where she is and
what she s doing. As the notes lead her to piece together the events that preceded Kellen s terrible,
life-changing betrayal years before, she starts to catch glimpses of her dead sister: an unwelcome
ghost in filthy Ugg boots. If Kara...
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This ebook is amazing. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at time. You may like how the author compose this ebook.
-- Nikko B a shir ia n-- Nikko B a shir ia n

A brand new e book with an all new point of view. I have got read and i am sure that i am going to likely to read through once more once more in the
future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ms. Tea g a n O sinski III--  Ms. Tea g a n O sinski III
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